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Abstract
The modern tendencies in using remote sensing techniques and systems

for studying the Earth from space are formulated. The potentialities to use dual-

destination space monitoring commercial satellites on the territoryt of the Republic
of Bulgaria are outlined. General formulation of the tasks in the field of defence

and security resolved through the space segment is givent. A structure for a

sovereign National Space Information Centre is suggested.

Introduction
This paper marks the start of a series of papers to be published in the

journal Aerospace Research in Bulgaria dedicated to observing the Earth's
surface by aircraf\s and satellites for the purpose of resolving a wide scope

of tasks in the field of crises management, national security and defence,

agriculture, ecology and more. Many of the materials have been reported at

various fora with the aim to urge the responsible bodies and institutions to

take adequate decisions for undertaking and implementing a national

monitoring system.
Based on the analysis of the current status quo of the country in the

field, as well as on our long-lasting efforts to establish a National Aerospace

Information Centre, we start a series of papers and suggestions related with
national security, which is a modem and effective trend in the leading

countfies' defence and securiry in the end of the XX-th and the beginning of
the XXI-st century.



The ready access to and moderate cost of a number of space

technologies provide for their successful use nowadays by countries of the

size of the Republic of Bulgaria (such as the Netherlands, Israel' Greece,

Belgium etc.).
The analysis of world experience reveals that using space-based

technologies provides to overcome a gteat part of the shortcomings and

restrictions of traditional ground-based technologies related primarily with

observation, communication, and navigatton.
One basic type of space information systems, occupylng a

significant part of the field, are Remote Sensing Satellite Systems (RSSS),

through which information about the Earth is acquired and interpreted.

The current great impoftance and wide application of RSSS

providing the so-called space monitoring is determined by the following
crrcumstances:

- global spatial scope ofthe observed territory (aquatoria);

- possibility to observe specific areas or objects in various spectral ranges

at given intervals, day or night, or in complex meteorological conditions
- possibility to obtain images featuring high resolution and providing

abundant information, and quite often - the required operativenesss;

- well developed intemational market of space video- and photoimages.

The most active and dynamic component of the RSSS is the earth satellite

fuinished with appropriate dedicated equipment. It translates information about the

monitored area to ground-based receiving centres either directly or through

retranslating satellites.
currently, the RSSS provide mainly three types of images: photoimages,

electronic-optic images, and radiolocation tmages.

On the brink between the XX-th and the XXI-st century, a number of
modern tendencies are observed related with the use of remote sensing techniques

and systems for study of the Earth from space, such as:

- transfer of technologies;
- commercialization of high-resolution space images;

- integration of various-destination systems;

- introduction of GIS;
- facilitated online customer access to supplied data;

- mutual penetration and integration of military and civil space systems
ata

The tendencies outlined above suggest intensive penetration of space

monitoring in both defence and security structures, as well as in
communication, geodesy and cartography, transport, ecology' power

engineering, agriculture, meteorology etc.



The experience from the so-called "space epoch wars", starting with
Desert Storm (1991) and ending with the military campaign in Iraq (2003)

reveals that the MoD of the USA, irrespective of the military space system

orbital formations it has maintained for dozens of years already, is among

the greatest users of information supplied by civil RSSS (such as the

Landsat, Spot, Ikonos etc.). The latter has been used successfully to plan the

troops' military activities and to spot aviation targets.

A tendency in space technologies on a world scale to reduce the gap

in the information potentialities of RS earth satellites for civil and military
purpose (Fig. 1) has been observed. Thus, for instance, the civil satellites
Ikonos, Quick Bird, Orb View, Resurs-DK etc. feature image resolution of
l-4 m in the monochromatic and multispectral regime. The available
ground-based receiving stations or terminals will provide to obtain on-line
information about the observed objects. This will make it possible, at

nowadays' stage of space technologies development, using information
from some civil RS Earth satellites, to also resolve military problems,

including tactic ones, with a number of RSSSs featuring dual destination.
Among the companies constructing and launching in space

commercial RS Earth satellites with parlicularly important military
application are the American companies Space Imaging which constructed
the satellite lkonos and Digital Globe which constructed the satellite Quick
Bird. The information from the mentioned "high-resolution" satellites
triggered the establishment of a coordinate data base for each theatre of
war, ensuring the successful hitting by controlled aircraft (rockets, aviation
bombs etc.) of some specific targets using GPS-cor:rected orientation.
Moreover, the information from these satellites provides to construct 3D
models of the locality, which makes it possible to model the troops' military
actions. Conditions are also provided to form the so-called geo-spatial
information, representing a set of various maps, aviation and space images,

and intelligence data.

The classification of RS Earth satellites is shown in Fig. 1.

Accounting for the great information potentialities of the satellites

Quick Bird-2 and lkonos-2 featuring maximum resolution of 0,6 m and 0,8

m accordingly, in 2003, the National Ocean and Atmosphere Administration
(NOAA), USA, provided a license to the companies Space Imaging and

Digital Globe for the construction of satellites featuring resolution of up to
0,25 m. Buying and use of such fine-detail images by any state is of crucial
importance for defence, security, economy, ecology, as well as for the

successful conducting of a number of humanttaian and rescue operations.



Remote Sensing
Earth Satellites

MILITARY

For prospecting Meteorological,
oceanographic

Landsat (USA)

lkonos (USA)

Quick Bird (USA)

Resurs, Cometa, DK-l, 2,
Ahnaz, Arkon (Russia)

Condor, Monitor (Russia)

Spot (France)

ERS (ESA)

OrbView, Terra (EOS - USA,
Japan, France, Canada, etc.)

IRS (India)

JERS (Japan)

Eros (lsrael)

RadarSat (Canada)

SFRS (China, Brazit)

GreenSat (SAR)

NOAA (USA)

GOES (USA)

METEOR (Russia)

OCEAN (Russia)

GONS-E,lectro
(Russia)

METEOSAT (EU-
METSAT)

TOPEX (USA,
France)

FY-IC, FY-2B
(China)

INSAT-ID, 2E O

GMS (Japan)

DMSP (USA)

(Block-5D2)
(Block-5D3)

For observation

KN-l1, KN-12 (USA)

Lacross (USA)

Space Shuttle (SRTM -
USA)

Sindry (USA)

DON. NEMAN (Russia)

Orlets, Arax (Russia)

uelios (France)

Pleadi (France)

FSW (China)

IGS-O, IGS-R (Japan)

EROS (USA, Israel)

TES (India)

SAR Lupe (Gennany)

SAR-2000 (Italy)

Tena SAR (England,
Gelmany)

Fig. 1 Classification of RS Earth satellites

Experts believe that, by 2006, about 70oh of the space image market
will account for products featuring resolution of I m or better. Thus, in the
beginning of the XXI-st century, the division of the major space states'
programmes in the field of RSSS and in other fields into civil and military is
only provisional, whereby the gap between the two types is decreasing
continuously.

Accounting for the above-mentioned tendencies and for space,s
leading role in the struggle for information superiority, a number of
countries having no potential of their own to launch and maintain Earth
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satellites are establishing and using to the benefit of their national security
the so-called "space segment". It is based on the information obtained from
various RSSSs, global satellite navigation systems, and satellite
communication systems which, upon being received at the ground-based
stations, subject to dedicated processing and analysis, is submitted to the
appropriate customers,

The material basis for space monitoring may be a mobile satellite
image receiving station receiving information from satellites with
electronic-optic and radiolocation sensors. An example of such station is the
Dutch mobile receiving station RAPIDS, which was demonstrated in
September,2000, in Sofia and which features satisfactory characteristics
and relatively Iow price.

Thus, with such a station available. the information from various RS
Earth satellites will be fed to the appropriate users nearly on-line, in various
climatic conditions, and various times of the day, which requires the use of
dedicated software and modern GIS technologies during its processing at
the ground-based component.

The establishment of the space segment will make it possible to
obtain global, precise, and operative information for the region which is
possible only through space monitoring.

The practical implementation of this approach will make it possible
to resolve important defence-related problems of the country. The State and
army early warning system will be elevated to a new, modern level,
providing for monitoring of possible critical situations within and outside
the country. Such information will assist greatly adequate decision-taking
on the part of the State and military government. If the space information for
the region is of sufficient size, trustworthy, and fed nearly on-line, this will
speed up the "information-decision-action" cognitive cycle. The latter will
be accomplished sooner than the traditional circumstance-related-
information acquisition cycle, which will make it possible to outrun the
opponent in applying active force and technique.

Digital cartography and GIS construction will be elevated to a new,
modern level, too. Digital modelling and various types of simulation will be
applied successfully in solving a wide range of defence tasks.

The nearly on-line use of fine-detail images will also enhance the
solving of a number of tasks related with state security. Among them, the
most topical ones currently are prevention of terrorist acts using transport
technique, monitoring and identification of various objects, early detection
of fires and floods, identification of earthquakes.



The considered topic's increased importance to defence' secunty,

Information Centre to receive inform
navigation, communication, and meteoprovision. The major nowadays users

of th-e space monitoring system's in brmation are the Ministry of Defence

(MoD), the Ministry oi Interior (MoI), the State Civil Protection Agency

iSCpA), the Ministry of Agriculture and Forests (MoAF), the Ministry of

iru.trport and Communicati'ons (MoTC), the Ministry of Environment and

Watei (MoEW), the Ministry of Power Engineering and Energy Resources

1VorWnnl, the Ministry or Regional Development and Town Planning

ivonore;, the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences (BAS), the Bulgarian Red

Cross (BRC) etc.

The structure and the human resource of the proposed sovereign

National Space Information centre will depend on the class of the dedicated

equipment to be bought and its configuration, ott th: pertaining hardware

and software, as *"ll u, on the commitment of the institutions and

organizations intending to use the received space information' Accounting

foitt" progress ofspace technologies, especially during the recent 10 years,

the CentreLight comprise a ground- lased station receiving and processing

information from nS Earth satellites, image formation station,

communication-information unit with communication terminals for the

satellite communication and meteorological systems, analysis and operative

coordination department, and service section. The centre's staff may

amount to 25-30 PeoPle.
The accompii.h-".rt of this approach will provide information

superiority to the 3tate and military gorr"**"ttt under the conditions of

,ruiiont crises or potential military conflicts'

ln peace times, the global space monit-oring of the area

circumstances will update the information provision of important economic

or ecoiogical spheres. The efficiency of a number of humanitarian and

rescue operations performed by land or sea will be improved'

Modern information medium is built on space monitoring

information. The space sector supplementing traditional information

structure increases substantially the information field, velocity, precision,

and quality of information processes'
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The global space monitoring of the circumstances in the region

fosters the roie enhancement of the preventive factor in national security and

the successful management of crises of various nature'

Basedontheperformedanalysis,aSwellaSontheobvious
tendencies for implementing space technologies in this field, since 1997

until nowadays, we have continuously proposed to the military and political

government of the Buigarian Army to review the idea for a National

Aerospace Information Centre.

Hereunder, the reader will find enclosed the last proposal to the

MoD, slightly abridged:

offer for Establishment of a Space Coordination centre
attheCouncilofMinistersoftheRepublicofBulgaria
Accounting for the increasing role of space in armed struggle,

information struggle including, as well as of space information

commercialization-pro""r, which started since the middle of the 90-ies of

the XX-th century, in 1gg7, some leading scientists from the Space

Research Institute, BAS, and the G. S. Rakovski Military Academy

elaborated and forwarded to the Head of the General Staff of the Bulgarian

Army a proposal for establishment of a Military-Space coordination centre

WfSbCl at the BA. The basic idea of the proposal was to establish and

opefate a space segment of the BA, where the required space information

for the ."gi,o., and the country will be received from satellites of various

destination to be then processed, analyzed, and coordinated with the

appropriate users for the purposes of a wide range of tasks in military affairs

""0 
i" other spheres, incluiive of providing for humanitarian and rescue

operations. Moieover, accounting for the experience of the MoD and the BA

in using navigation, communication, and meteorological satellites, as well

as in the freld of satellite geodesy and cartography, it was suggested that the

space segment be coordinated with the appropriate users,and images of the

country and the region from remote sensing Earth sateilites (RSES)' The

experience of a number of European and other countries from the end of the

Xi-tn century shows that the information supplied by these satellites for

certain consideration is characteized by its ready access, global nature,

image resolution of the order of a couple of meters, and.where a receiving

satellite station is available, operativeness. Images with the mentioned

characteristics may provide the State and military government with

informatior, .,rp"iioiity in the conditions of various crises or possible

military conflicts.
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As a result of a series of organized events of various nature, in April
1998, a Memorandum was elaborated suggesting to establish an MSCC at
the BA as a relatively sovereign subsystem of the National Space
Information Centre. It was pointed out that the establishment of the MSCC
at the BA should comply with the stages of the National Space Programme.

During 1998-2004, some individual activities were carried out on
this topic, both at scientific fora, as well as political ones. Thus, for instance,
in September 2000, in Sofia, demonstrations of a Dutch mobile station for
receiving of satellite images (RAPIDS) were organized as well as a
Bulgarian-Dutch seminar on the use and prospects for development of
remote-sensing-of-the-Earth technologies. The conclusion was made that the
RAPIDS system may serve as a material basis of the National Space
Information Centre.

In 2001, in Sofia, on the invitation of the Standing Committee for
Population Protection against Disasters, Accidents, and Catastrophes, and
the State Civil Protection Agency, the potentialities of the Centre for
Receiving and Analysis of Space Information at the Ministry of Emergency
Situations of Russia were discussed, which is intended primarily for early
detection of fires and floods, and for earthquake identification.

During the considered period (1998-2004), space infonnation
centres were established in Israel, Turkey, and Greece, the first two of them
belonging to the system of military institutions. This confirmed the actuality
and advisability of the offer from 7997 for establishment of a MSCC at the
BA.

During the period from 1998 to 2003, the Interinstitutional
Committee on Space Research at the Council of Ministers of the Republic
of Bulgaria failed to establish a National Space Information Centre.

Meanwhile, the need of establishing such a centre increased greatly
after the large-scale fires which flared up during the recent years in some
mountainous and field regions of the Republic of Bulgaria. On behalf of the
State Civil Protection Agency, in November 2003, the intention was
expressed to establish a Space Monitoring Centre to receive satellite
images at times of fires, floods, or earthquakes. It was suggested that this
Space Monitoring Centre be subordinate to the Council of Ministers, so that
the information might be used by all institutions.

The juxtaposing of the tasks assigned to the Space Monitoring
Centre with those of the MSCC at the BA proposedin 1997 reveals that the
tasks related with remote sensing of disasters and accidents constitute only
one component and function of the MSCC at the BA, namely the one related
with assessment of regional ecosystems. Moreover, at this stage, the
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struggle to mitigate disasters, accidents, and catastrophes is one of the BA's
missions, whereas experts in satellite image processing may be found in
BAS and the Military-Topographic Office of the BA" The experts from the
latter were educated at the Remote Sensing Development Centre of the
French Space Agency.

Judging from the distance of time, i.e. more than six years after the
submission of the proposal for establishment of a MSCC at the BA, the
conclusion may me made that this proposal is still in line with the world
tendency from the end of the XX-th century for establishment of unified
satellite information systems for remote sensing, navigation,
communication, and meteoprovision.

The implementation of space-based technologies in the BA will
make it possible to overcome a great part of the shortcomings and
restrictions of traditional ground-based technologies related mostly with
observation, communication, and navigation.

Space-based technologies will provide for organization of a modern
early warning system in the country, which will be in line with the new
missions and tasks of the BA, including those outside the territory of the
Republic of Bulgaria.

Accounting for the foregoing, as well as for the possibilities to sell
space information to some countries of the region, it may be expected that
the funds invested to buy a ground-based station for receiving of satellite
images and other dedicated equipment (estimated price of about one million
US dollars) will be restored to the State.

Accounting for the increased importance of the considered problems
to defence, security, infrastructure, ecology, agriculture, and other fields, as

well as for the factthat, at this stage, no institution or organizatron has in its
disposition the required funds to buy the appropriate satellite equipment and
to pay for adequate expert training necessitates to establish a Space
Coordination Centre (SCC) for the information obtained from satellites
for remote sensing, navigation, communication, and meteoprovision for the
needs of users from various institution and organtzations (l\4oD, MoI, SCPA,
MoAF, MoTC, MoEW, BRC etc.).

It is expedient to establish and operate a SCC as a sovereign unit at
the Council of Ministers of the Republic of Bulgaria.

The formation of a SCC may provide for monitoring of possible
critical situations in the country and the region and assist taking
appropriate decisions.

The structure and staff of the SCC will depend on the level of the
bought dedicated equipment and its configuration, the respective hardware
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and software, as well as the participation rate of the institutions and
organizations as users of the received space information. Accounting for the
progress in space technologies during the elapsed period, the SCC may
comprise a ground-based station for receiving and processing of the
information acquired by RS Earth satellites, an image-formation station, a

communication-information unit with terminals for connection with the
satellite communication and meteorological systems, an analysis and
operative coordination department, and a service sector. The expedient
establishment of an SCC, compatible with those of the neighbouring
countries and allies, will turn into a preventive factor for national security;
will elevate to a modern level the early warning system of the State and the
army and will update the information provision of important spheres in
economy, ecology, and the humanitarian field.

Based on the foregoing,

WE SUGGEST:

1. To initiate the establishment of a Space Coordination Centre as a
sovereign unit at the Council of Ministers of the Republic of Bulgaria.
2. During the formation of the Space Coordination Centre, to avail of the
experience, potential and infrastructure of the MoD, the BA, and the BAS,
while inscribing the Centre onto the list of the country's management
systems at times of crises.
3. To provide funding for the Space Coordination Centre in the budget for
200_, to be allocated specifically for this purpose by a Resolution of the
Council of Ministers, with proportional participation of the leading
institutions and organizations in the use of space information.
4. To supply the key elements of the organizational structure of the Space
Coordination Centre in 200_, in advance of staff education, buying of
dedicated systems, hardware and software, providing for receiving,
processing, analysis, and coordination of space information among users.
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H,fl KOI{ B b3MOXHO CTI,I 3,{ I,I3IIOJI3BAHE T O
HA AEPOKOCMI,ITIECKATA I,IHOOPM ArlI/.tI

B OBJIACTTA HA HAIITIOHAJIHATA CI,ITYPHOCT trI
OTEPAHATA

Ifemup leqoe, Ilaeetr IIeuee

PesrcMe

(DopvrynupaHra ca cbBpeMeHHr4Te reHreHur4r4, cBbp3aHr, c
II3IIOJI3BAHCTO HA AI4CTAHIII4OHHI4TE METOAI4 14 C]l/lCTEM]l1- 3A I,I3CNE,IIBAHE HA
3eusra or Kocuoca. floco.reHo e Mrcroro Ha KoMepcr4aJrHr4Te cnBTHLrrIr4 3a
AI4CTaHTIT4OHHO COHrHpaHe c gnoftuo npelHa3Har{eHrre c Bb3Mo)KHOCTT4 3a
KOCMHTTecKH MOHT4TOpZHT B ycnoBvflTa sa P. Euraput. B o6o6qeH BuD\ ca
4e$zuzpanv 3ararilrre e o6racrra ua or6paHara u cvrypHocrra, pelraBaHr4
c IIOMOIIITa Ha KOCMIIqeCKI4fl. CeIMeHT.

flpe4nara ce crpyKTypa Ha HarBe.{oMcreeu HaqzoHaneH rleHrbp 3a
KocMr.rqecKa uu$opvaqux.
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